CSERI Inset Door Series
Eliminate Glare with Less Fixtures, Less Energy, Less Costs

Kenall’s cleanroom lighting using KORE technology™ protects people and processes by reducing debilitating glare that can compromise research results and productivity. KORE Technology’s advanced diffusion utilizes proprietary optics and reflectors to produce light that fills the space with optimal efficiency. The result? Less fixtures, less energy, less cost.

SimpleSeal™ CSERI Series

- Input watts: 18 – 136W
- Lumen range: 2,109 – 21,637 lm
- Lumens per watt: up to 175 lm/W
- CCT: 3000K, 3500K, 4000K, 5000K; 82 or 90 CRI

Nominal sizes: 1’× 4’, 2’× 2’, 2’× 4’
Installation Type: Universal installation into 1.0” and 1.5” grid or flange (drywall) ceilings
Lamp Type: LED

Compatible with both drywall and grid ceilings.